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Aircraft Visual Identi�cation by Neural Networks

F� Sagha��� S� M� Khansari Zadeh�� V� Etminan Bakhsh�

In the present paper� an e�cient method for three dimensional aircraft

pattern recognition is introduced� In this method� a set of simple area based

features extracted from silhouette of aerial vehicles are used to recognize an

aircraft type from its optical or infrared images taken by a CCD camera or

a FLIR sensor� These images can be taken from any direction and distance

relative to the �ying aircraft� A multilayer perceptron neural network has been

used for the purpose of aircraft classi�cation� The network training has been

carried out using a library of images generated by a �D model of each aircraft�

The neural network is successfully trained and used to recognize and classify

arbitrary real aircraft images� The results show more than �	
 accuracy in

ideal conditions and very good robustness in the presence of noise�

INTRODUCTION

Accurate identi�cation of unknown aircraft is very
important in military operations� A machine vi�
sion �MV��based system has been proposed by many
authors for close proximity operations of aerospace
vehicles ���	
 and for the navigation of UAVs ��
�
Automated systems that quickly and accurately de�
termine the identity of an aircraft could be a bene�t
in backing up electronic�signals identi�cation methods�
Also� autonomous recognition of aircraft is required
in tracker systems especially those used in military
engagement� Optical trackers are of interest because
they are passive in nature and do not reveal the location
of the imaging system� Therefore� the target is not
aware of being tracked and cannot take any measures
to evade the threat� Recent advances in FLIR infrared
imaging technology has even made it possible to take
images at night� Figure � shows examples of the type
of a real image taken by a CCD camera or an IR sensor�

There are two approaches to automatic visual
object recognition� local methods and global methods�
Local methods use features such as critical points or
high�resolution pursuit �
� Systems using local features
can perform well in the presence of noise� distortion�
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or partial occlusion because only one distinctive part
needs to be recognized� However� the distinctive local
features are vague to de�ne for the aircraft recognition�
and also� searching for them could be computationally
intensive� which defeats our intention of designing a
system which does not require sophisticated hardware�

Global methods include Fourier descriptors ��� �
�
moments ��
� and autoregressive models ��
� In contrast
to local methods� global methods use total feature of
aircraft� and as a result� they are suitable for aircraft
recognition algorithms� Zaki et al ��
 implemented
an enhanced motion�based object tracker by using
these global features� Dudani et al ��
 used moment
invariants for classi�cation of airplane� In their work�
six aircraft types are used and the images were taken
from physical models� The training set was based on
over ���� images taken in a �� by �� degree sector�
The testing set contained ��	 images �		 images of
each of the six classes� obtained at random viewing
aspects� Reeves et al ���
 have tried to improve the
method by using Fourier Descriptors with the same
data and obtained a best classi�cation result of ����
Alves et al ���
 has classi�ed ships using infrared
silhouette with ��� accuracy� They have employed
scale�invariant moments based on edge detection as
features and a neural network for classi�cation� The
neural networks are also successfully used in other
works such as Peterson ��	
 and Alsultanny ���
�

This work addresses classi�cation of aircraft by
type from optical or infrared images assuming a single
object presented in the image� The major question
which is addressed in this work is whether it is pos�
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sible to recognize aerial objects based on very simple
features� but with a relatively bigger image library� and
what will be the system performance and robustness in
the presence of noise�

VISION�BASED RECOGNITION
ALGORITHM

A new and simple area�based feature extraction
method combined with a neural network approach
is used for three dimensional aircraft identi�cation�
The trend so far has been to calculate or extract
complicated feature sets from original images which
are as descriptive of the original object as possible
and has a small sized feature vector at the same time�
This required the extracted features to be invariant to
rotation or other possible changes in view�

However� if enough all direction views of the
object are stored in the classi�cation library� the
feature set used for classi�cation need not to account
for these changes� For this purpose� a system has to
be introduced with more built�in knowledge so that it
can categorize the input patterns correctly even with
minimal details or preprocessing� This eliminates the
requirement for processing intensive feature extraction�
thus� better real time implementation of the algorithm
is possible�

The procedure of aircraft recognition from the
captured images consist of three major steps	
�� Recognizing the aircraft pattern from the back�
ground and converting it into a binary image
�� Extracting feature vector from the obtained binary
image
�� aircraft identi�cation based on extracted feature
vector using neural networks�
The implemented neural networks classify patterns
with a very high generalization capability� A large
library of patterns provides enough information for an
e
cient and acceptable system training�

Figure �� Example of an aircraft image taken by an IR
sensor �darker areas are less radiant��

�a�

�b�

�c�
Figure �� �a� Original image� �b� Area detection us�
ing Thresholding method� �c� Edge detection using Sobel
method�

AIRCRAFT PATTERN RECOGNITION
FROM THE IMAGE

One important factor for an accurate estimation of the
aircraft relative orientation and position is to correctly
recognize the aircraft pattern from the background�
There are two common methods to accomplish this
work� called the edge and thresholding techniques�

The �rst method is to detect the image edges�
and then �lter the detected aircraft pattern from the
rest of the image� Basically� most edge detection
techniques rely on the idea of computing a local
derivative operator to obtain the intensity changes ���
The intensity value of image at position x� y can be
described by the function f�x� y�� Then� the image
gradient rf�x� y� is de�ned as	

rf�x� y� �
�
�f��x �f��y

�
�

�
fx fy

�
���

There are many techniques that are applied for edge
detection using local derivative operator such as Sobel
method� Robert method� etc ������� Figure ��c
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demonstrates how a Sobel operator can detect the
edges of an image�

The second method is to use some thresholds to
recognize the aircraft pattern in an image� This method
is based on dividing the image pixels to background and
object portions by a threshold value� This threshold
value is calculated using Otsu�s method which chooses
the threshold to minimize the intraclass variance of the
black and white pixels ��	
� Figure ��b shows how a
thresholding operator can recognize an aircraft pattern
in an image�

In this paper� the thresholding method is used
as our approach in recognizing the aircraft pattern
for two reasons� First� the edge detection method
is computationally more expensive than thresholding
method� Second� using the aircraft pattern area
for the relative orientation and position estimation
demonstrates to be more robust in the presence of noise
than the edge detection method�

As can be seen in Figure �� the main problem
with edge detection and thresholding method is that
they cannot solely detect the desired object� Usually�
there are a few other undesired objects that appear
in the image� Furthermore� there might be noisy pixels
which could aect the total computation� Reference ��

addresses some methods on �ltering these noisy pixels
and removing unwanted objects from the image� In the
present work� it is assumed that the achieved image
from the thresholding method leads to a single object�

Feature Vector

Four dierent feature vectors� all being area features�
were tested� The idea is that if an image is turned into
black and white in which the background is white and
the object is black �see Figure ��� the distribution of
the area of image over the background may reveal the
type of an image �Figure ��� In order to do so� the
images are divided to segments and the proportion of
the image area to the background area in each segment
is caculated� Putting these proportions together a
feature vector can be created�

The segmentations used were vertical strips �Fig�
ure ��b�� horizontal strips �Figure ��c�� rectangular
grid �Figure ��d�� and a combination of vertical and
horizontal strips� Then the ratio of the object area
to the total area of each segment is considered as an
element of the feature vector� This vector has as many
elements as the number of strips�

Generating Image Library

In order to train the implemented neural networks�
it is necessary to provide an appropriate number of
training data� As a result� �D computer models of �ve
dierent aircraft including Bell ���� C���� Hercules�
AH�� Cobra� Su��� and Mustang were used �Figure

�a� �b�

�c� �d�
Figure �� �a� Silhouette image of an aircraft� �b� vertical
strip segmentation� �c� horizontal strip segmentation� �d�
rectangular grid segmentation�

Figure �� Horizontal area distribution of the aircraft
shown in Figure ��a�

��� Images are generated by camera rotating around
the object in � mutually perpendicular planes by �
degree steps �Figure ��� For each model� ���� images
were generated� Images have a resolution of ��� by
���� Then these images were converted into four
aforementioned feature vectors to generate required
training data for the implemented neural networks
which will be discussed in the next section�
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�a�
�b�

�c� �d�

�e�
Figure �� Aircraft used for recognition� �a� Bell ���� �b�
AH� �Cobra�� �c� Mustang� �d� Su	�
� �e� C	����

Networks Architecture

A three layer back	propagation 
��� neural network is
used to produce a decision function with enough hidden
units as shown in Figure �

The input layer contains the input nodes which
interact with the outside environment� The input
units are only bu�er units that pass the signal without
changing it� The hidden layer size is left to the
appreciation of the user that will estimate the number
of hidden nodes by his experience or by trial and error�
This number must not be too large to avoid waste of
computations and slow convergence process and not
too low to make the network capable to absorb the
set of training pixels� The output layer represents
the number of nodes which is equal to the number of
classes� each output node representing a class� Since
in the present work� the goal is to determine the class
of the aircraft in the image between �ve distinct �ying
vehicles� output layer consist of �ve neurons�

The activation function used in layers is sigmoid
activation function� The output of sigmoid activation
function �a� is calculated based on�

a �
�

� � e�n
���

where n is the net input of each neuron� If the weights
and biases of a layer are de�ned as�

W �

�
����

w��� w��� � � � w��R

w��� w��� � � � w��R

���
���

� � �
���

wS�� wS�� � � � wS�R

�
���� ���

b �
�
b� b� � � � bS

�T
���

then� the net input for the ith neuron can be calculated
according to the following equation�

ni�W �i� � � R��b ��x�wi�� � x�wi���� � ��xRwi�R��bi
���

The network is trained with Levenberg	
Marquardt �
��� and 
���� back	propagation method
to learn patterns�

As stated in the previous section� computer gen	
erated images were used to train the network� however�
for the network performance evaluation� both computer
generated and real images were employed�

SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate e�ects of feature vector on the
ability of the networks to identify �ying vehicles�
performance resulted from use of each feature vector

Figure �� Generating computer images through camera
rotation around the object�

Figure �� Back	propagation network architecture used as
a decision function�
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Figure �� Network arrangement used for aircraft recogni�

tion�

Figure �� Comparing performance in recognition for

di�erent feature vector types�

including vertical strips� horizontal strips� rectangular
grid� and combination of horizontal and vertical strips�
was investigated� Figure � shows how each type of
feature vector a	ects results� In this �gure� 
p
 and

q
 stands for number of vertical and horizontal strips
respectively� 
p by q
 is rectangular grid and 
p � q

is combination of vertical and horizontal strips� As can
be seen for all types of feature vectors� by increasing
the number of segments in the image� the performance
of the networks in recognition are improved� Further�
more� among all used feature vectors� the vector that
consists of a combination of vertical and horizontal
strips is able to provide the highest performance with
respect to its size� Subsequently� this feature vector
was adopted for the rest of evaluations�

Furthermore� another achievement which is at�
tained during the algorithm evaluations was that per�
formance of the algorithm in identi�cation can be
improved by changing the network architecture� At
�rst attempt� a single network with all training data
was trained� The results were not satisfactory because
the feature set utilized had no cue of how the camera
was looking at the object and as such a classi�cation
of the di	erent views of the aircraft was necessary to
be somehow implemented e�g� by modifying feature

vectors� Instead� three distinct networks were imple�
mented� each of which was trained with a di	erent set
of images� These images were classi�ed as images taken
in x�y� y�z� and x�z plane Figure ��� Accordingly�
each of the networks can decide on the type of the
presented image� Outputs from these three networks
were put together and whenever at least two of the
three networks classi�ed the image as corresponding to
the same category� it was assumed as the output of the
combined network� This highly improved the results�
Table � shows how the accuracy in identi�cation is
increased using three networks architecture for 
p �
q
 feature vector�

The networks architecture used in this paper are
capable of recognizing every image made by computer
from �D models� Although not every possible view is
tested one�by�one� all challenging situations involving
perspective and rotation were tested� The networks
were also evaluated by real images of aircraft at
di	erent �ying attitudes� As for real images� there
were some degradations in quality� These degradations
are as a result of defects in the original image� The
defects include noise� complex or dark background�
multi�object occlusions� Because it is assumed that a
single aircraft is in the vicinity� the occlusion and multi�
object are not implemented� However� the multi object
problem can be overcome by using object recognition
algorithms and presenting these distinct objects to the
neural network one�by�one ���� The network could
recognize the real images with a performance of better

Figure ��� E�ect of Gaussian noise on network perfor�

mance�

Table �� E�ects of using a three network architecture in

aircraft identi�cation improvement�

Feature vector�

p�q

Percentage of

identi�cation for a

single network

Percentage of

identi�cation for

three networks

�� ��	 �
	

�� ��	 ��	

� ��	 ��	
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than ��	 when no noise is present� These images were

arbitrarily selected from a library of real 
ying aircraft�
Gaussian noises were added to images to investi�

gate the performance of the network in the presence of

noise� This type of noise is selected because it is one
of the hardest models of noises to remove with image
restoration algorithms� Figure �� shows how adding
Gaussian noise of increasing variance can a�ect the
performance of the network� This is shown for di�erent
sizes of feature vectors and shows�

CONCLUSION

In this paper a neural network algorithm was im�
plemented� which is able to recognize �ve distinct
aerial vehicles from captured images� The proposed
neural network was trained with a large number of
training data generated from di�erent viewpoints� We
realized that when a large number of training data are
available� and when the proper classi�cation approach
is employed� recognition of images can be done with

rather simple feature vectors� This signi�cantly de�
creases the amount of calculation� and in the mean�
time� maintains the performance of aircraft recognition

within an acceptable limit� Extension of this work
could include estimating the detected aircrafts altitude

and position from the captured images�
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